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Knowing motion is a cue

• Localization:
• Match observation to map - this tells us where we are
• Now imagine we move; there are two cues to location:

• what the map says;
• how we moved (from, eg, shaft encoders, etc.)

• Tracking:
• Estimate state of object in one frame
• Now we receive a second frame; there are two cues to object state:

• estimate in new frame;
• use a motion model (eg moving under gravity)

• Key technical question:
• Fuse these two cues into a single estimate recursively



Tracking:  Why?

• Motion capture
• build models of moving people from video

• Recognition from motion
• eg cyclists move differently than runners

• Surveillance
• who is doing what?

• for security (eg keep people out of sensitive areas in airports)
• for HCI (eg kinect, eyetoy, etc.)



Tracking

• Establish state of object using time sequence
• state could be: 

• position; position+velocity; position+velocity+acceleration
• or more complex, eg all joint angles for a person

• Biggest problem --  Data Association
• which image pixels are informative, which are not?

• Key ideas 
• Tracking by detection

• if we know what an object looks like, that selects the pixels to use
• Tracking through flow

• if we know how an object moves, that selects the pixels to use





Track by detection (simple form)

• Assume
• a very reliable detector (e.g. faces; back of heads)
• detections that are well spaced in images (or have distinctive properties)

• e.g. news anchors; heads in public

• Link detects across time
• only one - easy
• multiple - weighted bipartite matching
• but what if one is missing?

• Better: create abstract tracks
• link detects to track
• create tracks, reap tracks as required
• clean up spacetime paths





Tracking by known appearance

• Even if we don’t have a detector
• Know rectangle in image (n)
• Want to find corresponding rectangle in (n+1)
• Search over nearby rectangles 

• to find one that minimizes SSD error (Sum of Squared Differences)

• where sum is over pixels in rectangle

• Application
• stabilize players in TV sport





But what if the patch deforms?

• Eg a football player’s jersey
• Colors are “similar” but SSD won’t work

• Idea:  patch histogram is stable

• To track:
• repeat

• predict location of new patch
• search nearby for patch whose histogram matches original the best





Q:  Why no deep network methods?

• Silly A:  I wrote these slides in 2011

• Better A:  They’ve changed some feature mechanics
• but nothing major
• I’ll work through some examples later



When are motions “easy”?

• Current procedure
• predict state 
• obtaining measurement from prediction by search
• correct state

• Easy
• When the object is close to where you expect it to be

• eg  Object guaranteed to move a little

• Large motions can be easy
• When they’re “predictable”

• e.g. ballistic motion
• e.g. constant velocity

• Need a theory to fuse this procedure with motion model



Q: why care about dynamics?

• Surely deep network methods make this go away?

• A:  No they didn’t
• Some problems are “easy” with dynamical models, hard without
• Example:

• many similar, fast-moving cars


